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DOCILITY AT INFINITY

AND COMPACTIFICATIONS OF ANR'S

BY

R. B. SHER(l)

ABSTRACT.  Various conditions of contractibility and extensibility at °°

for locally compact metric spaces are studied.  These are shown to be equivalent

if the space under consideration is an absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) and

an ANR satisfying them is called docile at °°.   Docility at °° is invariant under

proper homotopy domination.  The ANR X is docile at °° if and only if FX (the

Freudenthal compactification of X) is an ANR and FX - X is unstable in FX;

the inclusion of X into FX is a homotopy equivalence.

1. Introduction. In recent years there has been considerable interest in the

geometry of noncompact spaces, particularly "at °°". In this paper we consider

various conditions of contractibility and extensibility at °° (alternatively, "at the

ends") for locally compact metric spaces. These conditions are shown, in §3, to

be equivalent provided the space in question is an absolute neighborhood retract,

and an absolute neighborhood retract satisfying them will be called docile at °°.

Docility at «> js shown to be invariant under proper homotopy domination.

In §4 it is shown that if X is an absolute neighborhood retract which is

docile at °°, then FX, the Freudenthal compactification of X, is an absolute neigh-

borhood retract, and that EX, the end-set of X, is unstable in FX.   The converse

is also shown to hold, and it is shown that the inclusion of X into FX is a homo-

topy equivalence.

2. Definitions, notations, and other preliminaries. Although not always

required for our results, it will be convenient to adopt the convention for this

paper that all spaces henceforth considered shall be locally compact separable and

metrizable.

We use / to denote the interval [0, 1] and 1^ to denote the identity func-

tion on the set X. The notations Cl A, Int A, and Fr A are used for the closure,

interior, and frontier of the set A relative to some (understood from context) am-
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bient space. X G ANR (AR) means that X is an absolute neighborhood retract

(absolute retract) for metric spaces.

Map will always mean continuous function. The map f:X —► Y is proper

if/-,(C) is compact whenever Cis a compact subset of Y. If Y0,YX, and Y2

are subspaces of the space Y, then maps fx : X —► Yx and f2 : X —► Y2 are homo-

topic in Y0 if there exists a map F: X x / —»• Y0 such that F(x, 0) = fx(x) and

F(x, 1) = f2(x) for all x G X; similarly fx and f2 are properly homotopic in Y0

if the map F can be chosen so as to be proper. If the maps f, g: X —► Y are

homotopic (properly homotopic) in Y, we say simply that /and g are homotopic

(properly homotopic) and write f^g(fS!Cpg). The map /: X —*■ Y0 C Y is null-

homotopic in Y if /is homotopic in Y to a constant map; Y0 is contractible in Y

if the inclusion of Y0 into Y is nullhomotopic.

Let 2 denote the class of separable locally compact metrizable spaces having

compact quasi-component space. For example, if A" is a locally compact polyhe-

dron, then X e 2 if and only if X has only finitely many components. Then, if

X e 2, the Freudenthal compactification [5] of X, denoted FX, is metrizable.

We denote FX - X by EX.  If AT, Ye 2, and /: X —* Y is a proper map, then

/has a unique extension to a map Ff: (FX, EX) —*■ (FY, EY) [2, Lemma 4.2]

or [8, Theorem 3] ; such a map is end-preserving if Ff\ EX is injective. An alter-

native treatment of FX appears in [1].

3.  Contractibility and extensibility at °°. In this section we consider various

contractibility and extensibility conditions at °° for the space X.  These are shown

to be equivalent if X G ANR, and they are also shown to be hereditary proper

homotopy invariants in this case. These conditions describe a sort of maximal

homotopy triviality at the ends of X.

(3.1) Definition.   The space X is contractible at °° (X is C(E)) if for each

compact set A C X there exists a compact set B C X such that each component

of X - B is contractible in X - A.

Our next two results relate the above concept to the idea of the local con-

tractibility of a set in relation to an ambient space. Definitions may be found

in [4].

(3.2) Theorem. IfXe 2, then X is C(E) if X, regarded as a subspace of

FX, is LCat e for every e G EX. The converse holds provided X is locally con-

nected modulo a compact set.

Proof.  Suppose first that A' is LC at e for all e G EX.  Let A be a com-

pact subset of X. Then, since FX - A is an open subset of FX containing EX,

for each eCEX there exists an open set Ve of FX such that eeVeCFX - A,

Fr Ve is compact, and X n Ve is contractible in X n (FX - A) = X - A.   Let B

be a compact subset of X such that each component of X - B lies in one of the
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sets Ve,e E EX.   Then each component of X - B is contractible in X - A, there-

by showing that X is C(E).

Now suppose that X is C(E) and locally connected modulo a compact set.

Let e E EX and let U be a neighborhood of e in FX.  Then there exist pairwise

disjoint open sets Ux, U2,. . . , Un in FX such that EX E \Jn=x U¡ and e E £/,

C t/.  Then /I = FX - (JJL, í/¿ is a compact subset of X. Since JST is C(E),

there exists a compact set B E X such that each component of X - B is contract-

ible in X - A.  Since X is locally connected modulo a compact set, there exists a

connected open set V of FX such that e E V E FX - B and Fr V C X.  Let V'

= V rt X.  Then P' is a connected subset of X - B and thus V' lies in some com-

ponent of X - B. It follows that V' is contractible in X - A = U?=i(c/í n *)•

This implies that K' is contractible in Ux nXEUnX.  This shows that Xis

LC at e, and the proof is complete.

The hypothesis that X be locally connected modulo a compact set is neces-

sary in the second part of the above proof. An example to show this is given by

X = \J°°=Q A( E R2, where

^0 ={(x, 0)i0 <a:<^},   Ax={(0,y)\y>0},   and

^ ={(1/1,^)1^ > 0}    for/ = 2,3,....

Now, if A is a subset of the metric space X and Cl A is compact, then A is

ULC if and only if A is LC rel X [4, p. 615]. Thus Theorem 3.2 immediately

yields the following. In its statement, a metric on X compatible with FX is the

restriction to X of a metric on FX.

(3.3) Corollary. Let X EH be equipped with a metric compatible with

FX.  Then X is C(E) and LC if and only ifX is ULC

The following shows that the property of a space being C(E) is invariant

under proper homotopy domination.

(3.4) Theorem.   IfXKpYandY is C(E), then X is C(E).

Proof. Suppose Y is C(E) and X <p Y. Let h: X -» Y, g : Y —► X, and

F: X x / —)■ X be proper maps such that F(x, 0) = x and F(x, 1) = gh(x) for

all x E X. If A is a compact subset of X then, letting A' = g~1 (A), there exists

a compact set B' C Y such that each component of Y - B' is contractible in y -

A'. Let B be a compact subset of X such that F~l(A) C ß x / and h~1(B') C

Ä In order to show that X is C(E), it will suffice to show that each component

of X - B is contractible in X - A.

Let P be a component of X - B. Then h(P) lies in a component P' of

y - B'. By our choice of B', there exists a point p'0 E Y and a map G: P' x I
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—► Y such that G(P' x.I)CY-A\ G(p', 0) = p', and G(p\ 1) = p'0 for all

p'eP'. Define H: P y. I-+X by

ÍF(p,2/) if0<í<i4,

\g(G(h(p),2t-l))    ifH</<l,

for all p G P and tel. Then //" is easily seen to be a contraction of P in X - A,

thereby completing the proof.

(3.5) Definition. The space X is C-connected at °° (X is C - C(E)) if for

each compact set A C X there exists a compact set B C X such that if C0 is a

compactum and /: C0 —► X - B is a map carrying C0 into a component of A" -

5, then / is nullhomotopic in X - A.

(3.6) Definition.   The space X is K-connected at °°(X is K - C(E)) if

for each compact set A C X there exists a compact set B C X such that if K0 is

a compact polyhedron and /: K0 —► X - B is a map carrying K0 into a compo-

nent of X - B, then / is nullhomotopic in X - A.

Obviously X is K - C(E) if it is C - C(E). That the two notions differ in

general can be seen from the following example. Let W be a "Warsaw circle" and

let w0 be a point of W at which W is locally connected. Let X be the space ob-

tained by attaching to the nonnegative reals a homeomorphic copy W¡ of W at

each nonnegative integer i, identifying the integer i with the point in W¡ corres-

sponding to w0. Since W¡ is not contractible in AT for / = 0, 1,..., it follows

that X is not C - C(E). However, using the fact that the continuous image of a

compact polyhedron is locally connected, it can easily be verified that X is K —

C(E). By the following, such disparity cannot occur if the space under consider-

ation is an absolute neighborhood retract.

(3.7) Theorem.   IfXe ANR, then X is C - C(E) if and only if X is K -

C(E).

Proof.  It is necessary to show that if A" G ANR and X is K - C(E), then

X is C - C(E). To this end, let A be a compact subset of X, and let B be a com-

pact subset of X such that any map of a compact polyhedron into a component

of X - B is nullhomotopic in X - A.  Let X0 be a component of X - B.  Then

X0 is open in X.  Hence X0 G ANR. Now, let C0 be a compactum and /: C0 —►

X0 a map. We shall show that /is nullhomotopic in X - A, thereby showing that

XisC- C(E).
Since X0 e ANR, there exists a "bridge" for/ [6, Chapter IV, §8]. More

precisely, there exists an open cover a of C0 such that if ß is any locally finite

open refinement of a, if W^ is the nerve of ß, and if fy : C0 —*■ hiß is a canonical

map, then there exists a map g0: Nß —► X0 such that /~ gß<pß. Since CQ is com-
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pact, we may choose such a ß which is a finite refinement of a, so that W^ is a

compact polyhedron. Then, by our choice of B, g0 is nullhomotopic in X - A.

This implies that /is nullhomotopic in X - A, thereby completing the proof.

(3.8) Definition. The space X is an absolute extensor at °° for compacta

(X E AEC(E)) if for each compact set A C X there exists a compact set B E X

such that if D0 C C0 are compacta and /: D0 —► X - B is a map carrying D0

into a component of X - B, then there exists a map f*: C0—+X - A such that

f*(d)=f(d)íoiaüdED0.

Clearly X is C - C(E ) if X E AEC(E). But the converse does not generally

hold, as seen from the following example.  Let F denote the cone on the set

{ 0,1/2,1/3,1/4,...} C / (a fan) with vertex v. Let X be the space obtained by

attaching to R+, the nonnegative reals, a homeomorphic copy F¡ of F at each

nonnegative integer i, identifying the integer i with the point v¡ E F¡ correspond-

ing to v. It is easy to see that R+ is a strong deformation retract of X (under a

homotopy which contracts each F¡ to {v¡}), and that this implies that X is C -

C(E). However, X È AEC(E), for if D0 = {0,1/2, 1/3, 1/4,. .. } C / = C0

and i is a nonnegative integer, then there is a map of D0 into F¡ (corresponding

to the inclusion of D0 into F) which cannot be extended to a map of C0 into X.

The following result shows that this sort of behavior cannot occur if XE ANR.

(3.9) Theorem. IfXEANR.thenXisC- C(E)ifandonlyifXEAEC(E).

Proof.  It is necessary to show that if X E ANR and X is C - C(E), then

X E AEC(E). For this purpose, let A be a compact subset of X, and let B be a

compact subset of X such that if C' is a compactum and /': C' —* X - B is a

map carrying C' into a component of X - B, then /' is nullhomotopic in X - A.

Let X0 be a component of X - B, let D0 C C0 be compacta, and let /: D0 —*■

X0 be a map. To show that X E AEC(E), it will suffice to show that there exists

a map /*: C0 —*X - A such that f*(d) = f(d) for all d E D0.

By our choice of B, there exists a map F: D0 x / —*■ X - A and a point

x0EX-A such that F(d, 0) = x0 and F(d, 1) = f(d) for all d ED0. Since A

is compact, X - A is an open subset of X, and hence (X - A) E ANR. By the

Borsuk Homotopy Extension Theorem [3, Chapter IV, §8] there exists a map G:

C0 x / —► X - A such that G(c, 0) = x0 for all c E C0, and G(d, t) = F(d, t)

for all d E DQ, tEI. The proof is now completed by defining /*: C0 —*■ X - A

by f*(c)=G(c, 1) for all c<=C0.

(3.10) Definition.   The proper map f: X—*Yproperly factors through

the space Z if there exist proper maps g: X—*Z andh: Z—*■ Y such that / =

hg.  If /: X —► Y C Y' is a proper map, we say that /is properly nullhomotopic

in Y' if there exists a map f:X-+Y' such that / =*p /' in Y' and/' properly

factors through a tree. (By tree we mean locally finite connected and simply

connected 1-complex.) Suppose X C X' are spaces. Then A' is said to be properly
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contractible in X' if the inclusion of X into X' is properly nullhomotopic in X'.

(3.11) Definition.   The space X is properly contractible at °° (A" is

PC(E)) if for each compact set A C X there exists a compact set B C X such that

the closure of each component of X - B is properly contractible in X - A.

Our immediate goal is to prove that X is PC(E) if A" G AEC(E). But first

we shall require two lemmas.

(3.12) Lemma.   If X, YGS, g: X —+ Yisa proper end-preserving map,

and B is a compact subset of X such that X is locally connected modulo B, then

there exists a compact subset D of Y such that if Y0 is a component of Y - D,

then g~1(YQ) ües m a component ofX-B.

Proof.  Suppose that the hypothesis of the Lemma holds, but that the

conclusion fails to hold.   Since X - B is locally connected and A" G 2, X - B

has only finitely many unbounded components and the union of B and the bound-

ed components of X - B is compact. (As used here, bounded means having

compact closure.) By this latter fact, there exists a compact subset Dx of Y such

that g~l(Dx) contains the union of B and the bounded components of X - B.

Let Dx C D2 C • • • be compact subsets of Y such that Y = (jr., D¡.

For i'=l,2,... there exists a component Y'0 of Y - D¡ such that g~ l(Yt0)

intersects at least two components of X - B, and these components of X - B

must be unbounded. We may assume, by selecting a subsequence of Dx, D2,. . .

if necessary and relabeling, that there exist components Ux and U2 of X - B

such that Ux n *_1(y¿) * 0 * /72 n g~l(Y¿) for / = 1, 2.If i = 1, 2,

. . . , let p, CUxn g-l(Y¿) and q¡eU2n g'^Y^)- Again choosing subse-

quences and relabeling if necessary, we may assume that { pf} Jl x —* e e EX and

{<7/}/Li —* e' e EX.  Since Ux and U2 are disjoint open subsets of X having

compact frontier, e ¥= e'. But g(p¡) and g(q¡) lie in the same component of Y -

D¡, namely Y'0, and hence the sequences {g(p¡)}^-x and {g(q¡)}"-i have a com-

mon limit in EY.  This contradicts the hypothesis that g is end-preserving, com-

pleting the proof.

The hypothesis that X be locally connected modulo B is necessary in Lem-

ma 3.12. To see this, let X = U," o x¡ C R2, where X0 = {(x, y)\ 0 < x < 1/2,

y = 0], Xx= {(x, y)\x = 0,y>0},   and Xn = {(x, y)\x =\/n,0<y< n]

for n = 2, 3, . . . . Let Y = Xx and define g: X —► Y by g(x, y) = (x, 0) for ail

x ex.  Then g is an end-preserving proper map, but if B = X0, D is any compact

subset of Y, and Y0 is the unbounded component of Y - D, then g_1(Y0) will

intersect infinitely many components of X - B.  Accordingly, to apply Lemma

3.12 to the proof of Theorem 3.14, we shall require the following lemma. Its

proof is routine, and shall be omitted.

(3.13) Lemma. Suppose B is a closed subset of the space X such that for
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any closed set C EI and mapf: C—+X - B carrying C into a component of

X-B, there exists amapf*:I^-X such that f*(c) = f(c) for all cEC. Then

each component ofX-B is locally connected.

Recall that if /: X —* Y is a map, then the mapping cylinder (Mf) of/is

obtained from the disjoint union of X x / and Y((X x /) © Y) by identifying

(x, 1) E X x / with f(x) er. Let II: (X x /) © Y —»■ Mf denote the natural

projection. If/is proper, then so is II, and M* is locally compact, separable, and

metrizable. We follow the usual convention of regarding X and Y as subspaces of

Mf, identifying X with \\(X x { 0}) and Y with W(Y).

We are now prepared to proceed to Theorem 3.14.

(3.14) Theorem. If X E AEC(E), then X is PC(E).

Proof.   Suppose X EAEC(E), and let A be a compact subset of X. Let-

ting A = B0, inductively choose compact sets B0 E Bx C • • • C X such that X

= \J °°= i B¡ and such that if / = 1, 2, . . . , D0 E CQ are compacta, and /: D0

—*X - B¡ is a map carrying D0 into a component of X - 5,., then there exists a

map /*: C0 —► X - 5f_! such that f*(d) = f(d) for all d E D0. We may fur-

ther assume that B2 C Int B3, so that there exists a compact subset B oí X such

that B2E Int BEBE Int 53. Let Y be the closure of one of the components of

X-B.  In order to show that X is ?C(E), it will suffice to show that Y is

properly contractible in X - A.  Since this is immediate if Y is compact, we as-

sume henceforth that Y is noncompact.

By [9, Theorem 2.3] there exists a tree T and a proper map g: Y —>► T

such that ET = EY and Fg\EY is an embedding. Let M denote the mapping

cylinder of g and II: (Y x /) © r—► M.the canonical projection. To show that

y is properly contractible in X - A, it clearly suffices to find a proper map q>:

M. -* X - A such that $(y) = y for all y E Y.

Note that, by Lemma 3.13, if y is the component of X - B2 containing Y,

then y is locally connected.  Furthermore, since B E Int B3 E B3 E B4 C • • • ,

y - Bj is an open subset of Y for / = 3, 4,... , and thus y - 5- is locally con-

nected. Also, Bj n y is a compact subset of Y since y is closed. Hence, we may

apply Lemma 3.12 to obtain compact sets 0 = T0 C Tx C » • • C T such that

T = IJJ10 T¡ and such that if Z is the closure of one of the components of T -

T¡, for / = 0, 1, ... , then i_1(Z)Ues in a component of Y - Bi+2. We may

further assume, by "expanding" the Tfs if necessary, that the sets Tx, T2,...

are connected, that T¡ C Int Ti+,, that Ti+ x - T¡ has only finitely many compo-

nents, and that the components of Ti+ x - T¡ have pairwise disjoint closures in T,

for i = 0, 1.If i = 1, 2, . . ., let K1 denote the closure of T¡ - T¡_x and

let K\, Kj, ..., K?n denote the components of K.'; let L* - s-1^). and

£/ =¿?~1(X/)> where / = 1, 2,. . ., n{. Then ¿j, L2,... ,Lfn are pairwise dis-
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joint compacta and each Ll¡ lies in a component of X - Bi+ x. For / = 1, 2,

.. . , let P* = n(¿' xI)CMg and let Pj = fl(L) xI)CMg for / = 1, 2,

. . . , n¡.

Now Pj n y = Z,y lies in a component of X - 2»*/+,, for i = 1, 2,. . . .

Hence, if i = 1,3,5,... , and/ = 1, 2,. . . , n,, there exists a map $i: PJ—►

AT - 5f such that *?(.y) = ^ for all y G ij. Since the sets P[, P2, . . . , P'n are

pairwise disjoint and closed, we may glue the maps 3>{, &2,. . . , &n to obtain

a map *': P*—* X - B¡ such that &(y) = y for all y G Ü.

Now, if i = 2, 4, 6,... , and ; = 1, 2,. .. , n¡, let

Pj = (/J npf-')u ¿j u (Pj n p'+ 'jcpj,

and define ¥f: Pj—>-X- B¡_x by

!&~1(P) ifpepjnp'-1,
P ifpGLJ,

&+l(p)  ifpepjnpi+l,

for all p G P;?. Then *; is continuous and carries Pj into a single component of

X - B¡_x. Hence there exists a map */: PJ —► X - Bt_2 such that $j(p) =

tyj(p) for all p e PJ. We now glue the maps i>{, <i>2,. . . , $n together to ob-

tain a map $': Pl—*X- B¡_2.

Define <D: Afg —*• X - A by $( p) = $'( p) if p G P'. Then * is proper and

*( y) — y f°r ah* 7 G y, so $ is the map required for the completion of the

proof.

If X C X' and X is properly contractible in X', then X is contractible in

X1. Thus, we have the following

(3.15) Theorem.  IfX is PC(E), then X is C(E).

Now, combining previous results, we obtain the following equivalence.

(3.16) Theorem. IfXeANR, then the following are equivalent.

(i) A-isC(E).

(Ü) XisK- C(E).

(iii) XisC-C(E).

(iv) XeAEC(E).

(v) Xis PC(E).

(3.17) Definition. If X G ANR and X satisfies (i)-(v) of Theorem 3.16,

then X is said to be docile at <*>.
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The following is immediate from Theorem 3.4.

(3.18) Theorem. IfX, Y E ANR and XK^Y, then X is docile at <*> if

Y is docile at °°.

In the following section we shall examine the notion of docility as it applies

to the Freudenthal compactification of an ANR of the class 2.

4. The Freudenthal compactification of docile ANR's. In general, it is not

the case that FX E ANR if X E ANR and X E 2. In this section we shall show

that this conclusion can be reached if X is docile at °°, and we shall show that

the converse holds if EX is an unstable subset of FX.

(4.1) Lemma.  Suppose that X E ANR, X E 2, and X is docile at °°.

Then ifKEL are compacta and g: K—+ FX is a map, g can be extended over a

neighborhood UofK in L to a map h: U—>-FXsuch that h~l(EX) = g~l(EX).

Proof.  The idea of the proof is very much the same as that of the proof

of Theorem 3.14. Because of this similarity, we take the liberty of avoiding

ballooning of notation by assuming that X has precisely one end. The modifica-

tions necessary for the general proof will be clear.

Let B0 C Bx C • • • be compact subsets of X such that X = \JT=o Bi>

X - B¡ is connected for i = 0, 1,. .. , and such that if D0 C C0 are compacta,

/ = 1,2, . . . , and /: D0 —* X - JSy is a map, then there exists a map /*: C0

—> X - Bt_ x such that f*(d ) = f(d) for all d E D0. UtK0=g~1 (EX), and

let Nx, N2, .. . be compact neighborhoods of K0 in L such that K0 = C\?=x N¡,

N¡+x C Int Nt, and g(K C\ Nt) C FX - Bi+X for/ =1,2.Let Mt =

C\(Ni -Ni+X) for / = 1, 2,. .. , and let if n EK0,

For every odd positive integer i, let $,.: M¡ —» X - B¡ be a map such that

*/("») = sOn) for all m € M[. Now, fixing i to be an even positive integer, let

M'l = (M¡ r\M¡_x)KJ M¡ V(MinMí+x), and define *,: M¡ -*X-B¡_xby

I*/_i(«)   iímEMiC\Mi_x,
g(m) ÜmEM¡,

$í+1(m)    i{mEMtC\Mt+x,

for all m E M'¡. There exists a map <fy : M¡ -r* X - B¡_2 such that <b¡(m) =

%(m) for all m E M'¡. Now, define the map h': Nx —* FX by

(*,(«) if« E Mt,
h'(n) = {

\g(n)   iînEK0,

for all n ENx. Let Z = L - Int Nx, let Z0 = (K nZ) U Fr Nx, and define h":

Z0->Xby
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\g(z)    if zeKnz,
« (z)= \  .

(A'(z)    ifzGFr^,

for all z e Z0. Then, since Z0 is closed in Z and A" G ANR, there exist a neigh-

borhood U0 of Z0 in Z and a map A*: í/q —► A" such that h*(z) = h"(z) for all

z G Z0. Let Í/ = i/0 U Nj. Then U is a neighborhood of K in L, and the re-

quired map h: U—+ FX may be defined by

Ía*(h) if«GÍ/0,

)h'(u)   ifuCNx,

for all « G U.

If Z is a space and Z' C Z, then Z' is an unstable subset of Z if there exists

a homotopy H:Z xI—*Z such that //"(z, 0) = z and //*(z, f) fc Z' for all z GZ

and0<r< 1.

The following generalizes a result of Kozlowski [7].

(4.2) Theorem. IfXe ANR and AT G 2, then X is docile at °° if and only

ifFX e ANR and EX is an unstable subset of FX.

Proof. Suppose first that X G ANR, X G 2, and X is docile at °°. By

Lemma 4.1, FX is an absolute neighborhood extensor for compact metric spaces,

and hence FX G ANR.  It remains to be shown that EX is an unstable subset of

FX.  Let K = FX x {0} C FX x / = L, and define g:K-+FX by g(x, 0) = x

for all x e FX.  By Lemma 4.1, there exists a neighborhood U of K in L and a

map h:U-*FX such that h(x, 0) = x for all x G FAT and A^iFA") = ¿"'(FA")

= EX x {0}. Choose f0 G (0, 1] such that FX x [0, tQ] C U, and define 4>:

FAT x / —► FX by 4>(x, f) = h(x, tt0) for all (x, t) G FA" x /.   Then <ï>(x, 0) =

x for all x G FAT and, if t > 0, $(x, t)eFX - EX.  This shows that FA" is an

unstable subset of FX.

For the converse, suppose now that FX G ANR and that EX is an unstable

subset of FX.  Let *: FX x / —*■ FX be a homotopy such that Q(x, 0) = x for

all x G FA" and $(x, t) $EX for all x G FA" and t G (0,1]. To show that X is

docile at «>, it suffices to show that X is C - C(E). To this end, let A be a com-

pact subset of X, and let A' be a compact subset of AT such that /I C Int A'.

Since FA" G ANR, FAT is LC at e for all e G EX.  It follows that there exist open

sets Ux, U2,. . . , U„ in FX covering FA" such that U¡ is contractible in FA" -

A' fot i = 1,2, ... ,n. Let B be a compact subset of A" such that each compo-

nent of X - B lies in one of the sets UX,U2, ... ,Un. We will show that any

map of a compactum into a component of X - B is nullhomotopic in X - A,

thereby completing the proof.

Let C0 be a compactum and /: C0 —»• A* - 5 a map carrying C0 into a
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component of X - B. Then f(C0) C Uf for some /. Hence there exists a map

F: C0 x / —> FX - A' and a point p0 E FX such that F(c, 0) = f(c) and

F(c, 1) = p0 for all c G C0. Since yl nci(FA" - A') = 0, we may choose t0 E

(0, 1] such that $(C\(FX - A') x [0,t0])EFX - A.  Now define G: C0 x I

-+X-Aby G(c, t) = *(F(c, f),ff0) for all (c, t) E C0 x I.   Then

G is a homotopy joining / with a constant map in X - A, and the proof is com-

plete.

(4.3) Lemma.   IfZ' is an unstable subset of the space Z, then the inclu-

sion ofZ-Z' into Z is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof.  Let H : Z x I —► Z be a map such that H(z, 0) = z and H(z, t) £

Z' for all z EZ and 0 < t < 1. Let i: Z - Z' —► Z be the inclusion and define

/: Z —► Z - Z' by /(z) = //(z, 1) for all z £ Z.  Then, defining F, : (Z - Z') x

/—»-Z - Z' by Fx(z, t) = H(z, t) for all z GZ - Z' and / G/, we see that Fx

is a homotopy joining lz_z- and //.  Since # is a homotopy joining lz and if,

the proof is complete.

The following is immediate from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.2.

(4.4) Theorem.  IfXE ANR, XE "Z,andX is docile at °°, then the inclu-

sion ofX into FX is a homotopy equivalence.

In [10], the author introduced the notion oí absolute proper retract (APR).

The next result shows how our current work relates to this topic. We use the fact

[10, Theorem 4.2] that X E APR if and only if X is noncompact, FX E AR, and

EX is an unstable subset of FX.

(4.5) Theorem.   Suppose X E ANR. Then X E APR if and only if X is non-

compact, contractible, and docile at °°.

Proof.  If X E APR, then X is a noncompact AR [10]. Hence X is non-

compact and contractible. Furthermore, FX E AR and EX is an unstable subset

of FX so, by Theorem 4.2, X is docile at °°. Conversely, if X is noncompact,

contractible, and docile at », then FX E ANR and EX is an unstable subset of FX.

Furthermore, by Theorem 4.4, the inclusion of X into FX is a homotopy equiva-

lence, so FX is contractible, hence an AR. By Theorem 2.1, X E APR.
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